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Artist Statement
My life has been linked to a continuous search for aesthetic beauty in all environments of
life: landscapes, people or places. That search has led me to travel the world connecting
with places and people to find myself in the unknown. That’s when I isolate myself,
without contamination or external vices, I take off my mask and it’s just me, portraying my
feelings, transmitting passions and telling my stories. With photography, I try to compose
and tell my own reality and show a personal, aesthetic and orderly perspective.
I grew up in southern Spain, and the character there is special, people are different. There
is much talk, everything is shared and more is exaggerated. We like to meet and narrate,
even by simple small talk. Everything there is about beauty, soul and passion. The sun,
the sea, the landscapes, the people and their stories, surround us by a beauty that has to
be told and transmitted.
That is my relationship with photography, I need it to express myself as I want. It allows me
to share my stories and show a particular representation of beauty in the most ordinary
objects that I find along the way. I intend to create photographic stories based on moments
that are not replicable or personal experiences, which I find exceptionally rich in beauty
when I reconstruct them through my lens. Images based on the simplicity of life with
strong contrasts and reflected light that awakens something in the observer. I offer the
possibility of modifying the point of view to discover ourselves.
Capturing the beauty of the everyday in irreplicable moments and changing the perspective
to surprise the viewer is the way I express myself, am true to my origins and convey my
personal point of view.

PATHS TO THE TOP
New York, 2018
Closely examined, you can see this image, vibrant and geometric,
is a reflection captured from rain soaked 5th Avenue. The lines,
colors and complexity bring the street to life. The artist compares
the intersecting traffic lines to the varied paths in life. While every
individual must choose their own unique path, humanity is united
in a shared desire to achieve a goal.

COMO UNA ROCA
New York 2012
The imposing, angular city, reflected
upon the hood of the car, ties
together ideals of strength, power
and masculinity. The title of this
piece, borrowed from the popular
Chevrolet slogan “Like a Rock”, is
used as a metaphor for the island
of Manhattan, the steel buildings
erected upon it, and the idea of “Man”,
alone in his suit of armor.

AFTER THE THE STORM
New York, 2018
A rare moment of stillness captured after an intense August rain.
Personifying the Flatiron building as a figure studying his own reflection,
the artist captures a private moment of someone calm and reposed in
their own admiration. Free from city noise, the figure is mesmerized by
the silence in his own beauty.

FALLEN BUTTERFLIES
New York, 2018
One of the most beautiful
and mysterious parks in the
city, not in its precious green
but a different perspective in
quasi black and white. The
dark reflection of the sloping
lamp post contrasted by
the vibrant fallen leaves
highlight the artists vision of
fallen butterflies.

TUNNEL OF STEPS
Oslo, 2015
Tunnel of Steps is perhaps one of the artist’s best examples of perspective
both structurally and conceptually. The artist challenges the way we look
at things and how we define the scenes around us. A tunnel is revealed
as a staircase, an easy passage becomes a steep climb. “Life is not easy,
success is not reached by shortcuts, what looks like an empty highway is a

ALMOST CRYSTALS
New York, 2018
An ephemeral reality in the process of
dissolution, similar to that of seeing another
dimension through a fan shaped door. The
leaves that block the view to this “dimension”
brings to mind the expression that you can’t
see the forest for the trees aka by focusing

LIGHTS OF THE RAIN
Paris, 2012
Once the tallest building in the world, the Eiffel
Tower is the iconic symbol of Paris, The City of
Lights. The reflection of this tower through the
accumulation of raindrops beneath it illuminates
the grandeur of it’s structure with the people of
this splendid city.

TAXI
New York, 2012
The yellow cab is one of New York’s most recognizable icons, timeless in its
ability to serve both function and form. People are transported to destinations,
simultaneously painting the outside landscape of the city. The Taxi is both the sight
and the see-er, the observer and observed.

GLASS BRIDGE
New York, 2018
Uniform and precisely symmetrical, alone this building would not be interesting. The beauty
is derived from the reflection of its surroundings. In this image, the artist contemplates the
cyclical nature of beauty and shape. To create something new often means taking from what
already exists, using the past to create the future.

GOTHAM FROM THE DEEP
New York, 2018
Lexington Avenue, a street long associated with the
glamour and affluence of New York. The artist’s gritty
image offers us a different perspective. One that
reflects upon reality vs. fantasy and a shared human
struggle. “like everything in life, you have to cross
many layers of dirt, breaking through the debris to
reach the top. You have to cross the iron gates, the
dirty roads; The beginnings are so difficult, but at the

DANAË
Catskills, 2019
Through this image, the artist allows us to see how
the everyday becomes the extraordinary. Here lies
the silhouette of Danaë, the mythological princess
imprisoned in a dark cave by her father. The God
Zeus desired her and showered the cave in rain
thus impregnating her with a son. This ancient tale
of mystical rains highlights the artist’s vision of
water as a source of life.

FALLINGWATER
Lisbon, 2015
An homage to the renowned architect Frank Lloyd Wright, and his
emblematic design of the “Fallingwater” house in Pennsylvania.
The American Institute of Architects named it “the best work of
American architecture in history”. This unique image captures a
small corner of the Calouste Gulbenkian Museum in Lisbon and
illustrates Wright’s method of integrating environmental factors,

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
Southamptom, 2019
Much like an impressionist painting, this image
captures the changing qualities of light reflected
on a winter beach once the sun is allowed to
warm its weathered sand. A powerful breeze
softens the skyline and creates movement along
the shoreline revealing a serene landscape after
a blustering storm.

VIBRATIONS
Thailand, 2018
When we look at the painted sky, fire sinking into the
earth, we are reminded of how beautiful the world
can be. This image captures the serenity and vibrancy
of the setting sun in a palette of colors charged with
enlightenment, peace, love and joy on the scale of
emotional vibration. Meditative and humbling, we watch
colors blend into shades of glory and we are restored.

LAS FORMAS DEL AGUA
Bali, 2018
Haunting and otherworldly, the force of water is
beautiful yet commanding. The power of the ocean
designs landscapes, creates and transforms,
gives life and takes it away. Rhythmic and
unpredictable, serene and fierce, the magnetic
sea calls rivers and rain to return home with an
unstoppable force and we are reminded of how
small we really are.

THE BEACH
Bali, 2018
Mother nature speaks to us and takes
care of us in a way that makes us
mute. It welcomes us in its interior
and makes us return to our origin, to
its belly, where human being feel most
secure. By submerging ourselves in
its tide, we return to our embryonic
natural state, isolated from the outside

LURKING IN THE DEEP
Catskills, 2018
The surrealism of this image
connects nature to man.
Bending our perspective,
we see something much
more humanistic and dark.
Predator and prey, the silent
suspense before an attack.
Just as these branches
turn into creatures of our
imagination, so do we as
we interact with the world.
Often pretending we are
something we are not
but in a constant state of
transformation.

STILL MOVEMENTS
Southampton, 2019
This image, taken on Cooper Beach, captures
the silence and serenity after a storm. Dark
grey slinks into the distance and life returns
amidst the scars left behind in the sand. The
image reflects the residual beauty created from
the chaos and fury that preceded it.

MYSTIC RIVER
New York, 2019
The depth of field in this image challenges our
perspective and allows us to see details we
would normally overlook. Piercing through
the water we see a rock, much like an iceberg,
looming behind a city skyline. In the haste and
hurry of New York we are often blind to beauty
that is right in front of us. The East River, with
it’s untold stories, is a place that has always
represented strength and in strength there is
solitude.

MONTAUK SWING
Montauk, 2018
Taken at sunset at the farthest point on
Long Island, the Montauk Lighthouse
stands majestically along the rocky
shores of the Atlantic Ocean. We see it
here from the viewpoint of the adjacent
wooden swing, inviting its visitors to
sit, relax,and take in the shoreline’s
splendor.

THE UNRAVELLING
Southamptom, 2019
The ocean, in constant motion,
transports energy through currents
that act like rivers within its borders.
Like the unravelling of a ball of string,
the wave seen in this image appears
to be coming apart, separating from
the current it came in on and releasing
the energy stored within it.

PATH TO THE SEA
Tarifa, 2018
Through this perspective the
artist allows us to see things in
a new light. A path, weathered
and beaten, that draws you to
the sea. Wind and sand and salt
may whip through the air but
instead of deterring you it draws
you closer. It is traveling this
path that makes us feel alive and
closer to something greater than
ourselves.

DIVINITY
Catskills, 2019
The divine mysticism of a waterfall is captured in this
image as its waters illuminate the rocks within its
path. Pouring over in abundance and beauty, the
water separates and flows in many directions only
to come together to create the river that beckons it
below.

APOLO XI
Ashokan Reservoir, 2019
Vast and other worldly, this image captures
isolation on the horizon of a blazing sunrise.
Alone by itself in the immensity of everything
around it and facing the unknown, much like
the Apollo XI landing on the moon 50 years ago.
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Biography

Exhibitions/Installations

For more than a decade, Spanish photographer,
Cuco de Frutos, has captured his unique perception
and vision of the landscapes and people he has
encountered throughout his extensive travels of the
world. He’s most widely known for his marked style
of capturing light and multifaceted views through his
unconventional use of reflective matter.

2019
The Shape of Water | Water Mill, NY
Guild Hall Museum | Easthampton, NY
Reflections | NYC
Reflections | Brooklyn
New York Summit Awards | NYC

“I have been passionate about photos since I was
very young. I printed my first photo in 1991 of a
sunrise on a beach in my hometown. As I started
traveling, I realized that the camera allowed me to
capture corners of the world through my own vision
in the photographs.” Cuco de Frutos Photography has
been featured in two solo exhibitions in New York,
“Reflections” and “The Shape of Water”, and two solo
exhibitions in Madrid, “The Good View of the Bad Boy”
and “NYContrasts”.

2014
MUI | Madrid, Spain
2013
The Good View from the Bad Boy | Madrid
Galería Fourquet | Madrid
2012
NYContrast | MOMA 56 | Madrid
NYContrast | La Línea de Concepción

Education
Bachelor of Science in Communication, Literature
and Public Relations | Centro Universitario San
Isidoro, Sevilla, Spain | 2003
“Through his images. Cuco transforms
everyday landscapes into layered.
multifaceted stories that change with the
observer’s own perspective. Capturing
moments in time and light and shape.
he challenges the way we look at the
world around us. revealing a depth and
complexity that can only be seen from
new angles.”
Lindsey Acree, private collector

Publications
Cuco de Frutos: “La mirada buena del chico malo”,
Wordpress, June 2013
El fotografo linense Cuco de Frutos, Sanrópolis
Magazine, March 2019
Cuco de Frutos immortaliza la ciudad más icónica
del mundo con su nuevo fotográfico“Reflections”,
La CalleReal Magazine, March 2019
Cuco de Frutos, un retrato de la vida a través de su
cámara, Siroco Magazine, November 2019
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